2011 chevy malibu ls

I bought my Malibu LT2 back at the beginning of and have been using it for nearly 8 months. I
opted for a V6 because it was such an excellent price that I figured "why not? That engine has
some pull to it roughly hp and sounds pretty smooth. The only problem is the advertised fuel
efficiency numbers aren't quite right. In the city of Seattle, I get around mpg and on the freeway,
if I am on cruise control between , I get sneak up to mpg with a level road surface. Any incline
will drop the hwy mileage to around mpg. Stop and starts with the V6 are what really murder
your fuel efficiency here. The seats are almost fine, but my back will hurt after long drives
because the seats force your shoulders in a bit and my upper back is forced back - almost like a
mild squeeze. Smaller bodies probably won't notice this as much I'm 6'2 and have a wider build
that the average person , but it's an annoyance. The quality of the Malibu LT2 is inconsistent.
The dashboard and door panels are composed of a cheap plastic material that scratches easily.
Nothing fancy but nothing to complain about. The 6-speaker system is adequate for most
people. You can get reasonable volumes without distortion in the audio but the system is built
to cap everything off in that department before you hit those higher volumes that would degrade
your listening experience. All in all the Malibu for this year is decent. It has a solid look to it and
offers decent options, depending on what trim you end up with. But from what I've been hearing
about the newer Malibus - you're better off buying used and beyond because the 4cyl is closer
to the Nissan Altima fuel efficiency ratings and the quality of the cabin materials has drastically
improved. I had a fuel pump issue, cylinder head issues, and more within 6 months. Had it in the
shop 3 times. Jiffy Lube eventually destroyed the engine when they didn't put the oil filter all the
way onto my engine after an oil change. The car was okay, if a bit cheap with cabin materials,
but I've since driven a Malibu and they did a MUCH better job all around with that vehicle. Don't
buy the models if you can because your value is so much better in the newer ones and the fuel
efficiency is great. A very comfortable car with good handling, decent power, and excellent
economy. Have about miles on the odometer and have gotten up to 37 mpg at 5 mph over
freeway speeds using a light throttle and cruise control. Very good in ice and snow here in the
Northeast. Two days after buying it I had to put it in the shop a bunch of recalls feel unsafe to
drive and transport my kids in. What a mistake this piece of junk is. There are countless recalls
and they are all on insignificant things. Long story short, there is a faulty sensor that goes out
somewhere between 50,, miles roll of the dice that is going to without warning make your car
shake and reduce your engine power. There are stories about people on the freeway that had
this happen while driving and their car dropped to 25 miles per hour. Don't buy this car. For any
reason. Until there is a full recall don't touch it. I just bought my first Malibu about a week ago
and I am quite impressed at this vehicle. I really like the design of this car. I was never
impressed with the older Malibu style but GM did a nice job on this body style. I must say that it
has a "big car" ride and the 2. I am over six feet tall and I have ample headroom. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Malibu. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Pros appearance comfort road noise spaciousness driving experience ride quality visibility
sound system technology infotainment system safety. Items per page:. Write a review See all
Malibus for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Malibu. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New
contactless services to help keep you safe. Nice guy, no BS, no hassle, works hard to make
sure vehicle is clean and functioning correctly before you arrive. Great customer service. I love
the truck. Only lil minor things to fix but I'm def loving this truck.. I will refer friend and family
and I will return on a later date for something else. Dustin was a great salesman. This is a good
dealer. I bought Honda pilot, it runs very well. Drove it from NJ to Baltimore. I love it so much.
They are the best that I had to deal with. One Claudia was very helpful. Give us out the door
price before we drive from Pa. Dealership was Covid compliant. They were busy but very nice.
They went out of the way to help us. And our salesperson was the very helpful but not
insistence Please check them out. Generally very professional. She answer my questions and
stated that she's be available to provide additional information. On the road again are very
personable and helpful car sales people. They know their stuff. Very helpful and honest. Thanks
again for a time rewarding experience in used car sales in purchasing my new used car. Helpful
friendly staff. Jerry was very helpful and showed me the truck I was interested in and said he
had another truck similar to the one I interested. After viewing both trucks my wife and I decided
on the truck had gone to see. Very knowledgeable salesman. He spent a lot of time answering
questions for us. We are happy with our purchase. I work 6 days a week and they were willing to
come in on Sunday the staff was very helpful and friendly I didn't feel pushed into buying a
vehicle like other places I did buy a vehicle from them and would highly recommend them.
Excellant recieved email next day i was shock but happy the saleman was a true honedt gentle
who i hope to do business with soon. Never spoke to anyone because i didnt return email or
phone call. Very prompt responding to my inquiry. He was nice just has the car listed as a S

model and its a LE and asked him what the best cash price he answer find another car same
year same miles he will match it that's impossible lol , Cash is not easy to come buy these day
with the virus and everything. Dealers seem to want you to take out a loan so they can make
more money did not buy but if you want to take out a loan his prices is fair. Dealership was very
professional and quick to respond to my interest in the vehicle. Thank you. Does not seem to be
good dealership, I contacted them three times. There were many opportunities and calls but, it
was too far for me to travel. Thanks for the calls. Contacted dealer for more info finally heard
back several days later asked for pics of inside, never got back to me, drove over there talked to
a salesman and he said car was never there was sent straight to auction. Absolutely amazing,
they were very nice and helpful, and I would completely recommend them. The truck was
nothing like it was pictured when I seen it I didn't even let them started. I looked at another truck
clean reasonable price but it wouldn't start. They put a jumper box on it and still wouldn't start. I
took the Jeep Patriot for a ride good running truck but way overpriced. The Chevrolet Malibu
offers real-world seating for four actual adults with a comfortable and quiet ride and adequate
power from either engine. A lack of build finish for the interior and major rear blind spots are
small negatives for the Malibu, changes we hope will be addressed with the redesign. The
interior issues and the rear blind spots are hardly enough to ruin the Malibu, but timing is the
issue here. With a redesign that targeted its Asian competitors, the Chevrolet Malibu has
enjoyed renewed appreciation in the ensuing years, and now awaits yet another iteration based
on the Epsilon II platform for This is the same platform that spawned the Buick LaCrosse and
the Saab and should result in a lot of big changes for the Malibu. Standard in all models is a 2.
With hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at 4, rpm, the base 2. In fact, with horses at 6, rpm and lb-ft
at 3, rpm, the problem is too much power, or rather the need for proper application of that
power. Even with standard traction control, the 3. All trims receive the same suspension
treatment, so any ride and handling variations will have to be attributed to wheel choice. While
inch wheels are standard, V6 trims and the I4 LTZ get inch alloys that reverberate
inconsistencies with increased vigor. Still, with either wheel setup the Malibu is composed and
comfortable, even for longer trips. While the inch wheels do channel more road feedback, the
hydraulic steering in the V6 trims offers a more significant change in feel, with a more
aggressive profile leading to increased confidence in turns. That said, the electronic steering is
still good and progressively heavier as you build speed, and overall the Malibu controls roll and
lean in a pleasant combination of comfort and performance without managing to sacrifice
either. Uneven joints and excessive gaps mar what could be a rather upscale interior, dropping
the Malibu's perceived value from above its own class. A lack of adequately padded surfaces in
key locations â€” namely the doors and armrests â€” have led testers to complain and some
owners to experience ulnar nerve irritation. These issues aside, the interior represents a winner
all around, with plenty of room fore as well as aft to accommodate heads as well as feet, even
for 6-footers. Even with front seats slammed all the way back and down, adults can manage to
comfortably occupy the rear space, something not usually found in this class. With even the
Malibu's I4 providing adequate power and the six-speed automatic applying it quite efficiently,
owners seem to be happy and only get happier as the options pile on. Small complaints
regarding overall fit and finish, as well as some needed extra padding for the doors, do hurt the
overall experience, although not as much as the thick rear roof pillars that provide an
annoyingly large blind spot. Still, the Malibu has been well-received among owners, especially
those who opted for the V6 and find themselves never wanting for power. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find
Chevrolet Malibu listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Why Use CarGurus? A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and

sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2007 volkswagen passat owners manual pdf
2011 subaru forester manual
1997 ford f150 repair manual free
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

